How to answer examination Questions
A section by section approach. (A-E)

Section A –Key Words (2 MARKS)

This Term Means…..
Example……….

TTM
EX

1 Mark

.

(a) Explain what religious believers mean by ‘afterlife’ (2)
Answer: Another type of existence that follows physical bodily life.
Example: Christians believe the Soul goes to heaven.

1 Mark

(a) Explain what religious believers mean by CHASTITY. (2)
TTM- This term means not having any sexual relationships before marriage.

Ex-Christianity teaches that Sex is a gift from God and is sacred and shouldn’t be
misused.

(a) Explain what religious believers mean by Afterlife?

TTM-another kind of existence that follows a bodily life

Ex-Christians believe that the soul goes to heaven or hell.
(a) Explain what religious believers mean by Commitment?

TTM-

Ex-
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Section B (4 MARKS)–– Choose two that are relevant and link them to the
question .
Make sure you make 2 explained points –Religious believer/Religious
faith = Christian or Muslim! Or Jewish

(b). Explain how having a religious faith might influence a couple who
want to have sex before marriage. (4)
Point 1 Christians believe that Sex should take place only within marriage because sex is a
gift from God and is holy and sacred it shouldn’t be misused.
Point 2 Sex can lead to new life (Having children) within marriage is the correct place to have
children. The Roman Catholic Church sees casual sex or promiscuity is seen as devaluing
both people and sex, and therefore unacceptable.

(b). Explain how having a religious faith might influence a couple who
want to use contraception. (4)
Point 1
.

Point 2

(b). Explain how having a religious faith might influence someone who
wants to have a same sex marriage(4)

Point 1
.

Point 2
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Section C – (4 MARKS) Evaluation question. This question is about Religious
believers, DO NOT GIVE YOUR OWN OPINION HERE. Give two reasons
for/or two against or one for and one against – MUST BE DIFFERENT
reasons (use key words in your points).

“British society is secular”

Give two reasons why a religious believer might agree or
disagree with this statement.
(4)
A Religious believer may agree because many people appear to have no religious beliefs
And do not have any religious affiliation.

A Religious believer may agree because many people never attend a place of worship and never
treat Sunday as a Sacred Day preferring to go shopping instead.

“Divorce is always wrong”
A Religious believer may agree/disagree because

A Religious believer may agree/disagree because

“Adultery is always wrong”
A Religious believer may agree/disagree because

A Religious believer may agree/disagree because
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Section D (6 MARKS)– Two religious traditions (Christianity and/or
Islam/and Judaism/and Hinduism) – Use as many key words here as
possible!
READ THE QUESTION CAREFULLY**NOTICE** 3 AREAS
(Explain, Two DIFFERENT RELIGIOUS TEACHINGS (NOT your opinion), on
the TOPIC)

(1) Explain from (2) two different religious traditions the
teachings about (3) sex before marriage.
Name of Religious tradition: CHRISTIANITY
3/4 Christian viewpoints/teachings on this topic.
1.Sexual relationships are part of Gods purpose in creation “Go Forth and
Multiply” They are gifts from God himself, and as such are holy and sacred
(sacrament).
2. Sexual relationships should ideally take place within marriage because they can
lead to the creation of new life and children should be born within a strong, secure
and loving family environment.
3. Sexual relationships are special: monogamous/reserved between just two
people at any one time/period of life; there should be no sex before or
outside of marriage
4. Chastity is a strong Christian virtue.

Name of Religious tradition: Judaism
1. Sex is a great thing that God has created for human pleasure – and it is not
seen as merely for procreation
2. Sex is expected to take place only within marriage, although a child born to a
couple before marriage is not thought to be illegitimate
2. It is also seen as one of the three stages of marriage: betrothal, contract,
consummation

Explain from two different religious traditions the important features of a
wedding ceremony [6]
Name of Religious Tradition………………………..
1

2

3

4
Name of Religious tradition………………………………
1

2

3

4
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questions. (8 Marks)

USE AS MANY KEY WORDS AS YOU CAN TO IMPRESS. Remember
ROAD (Religion, own opinion, agree, disagree) or SWAWOS (Specialist key
words to use, What do you think and why?, Apply religious beliefs or religious
examples, What’s another point of view?, Offer religious teachings for the
other viewpoint, So in conclusion and how your response may impact on the
individual and society.

It is human responsibility to care for and protect all animals’.
Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer referring to different
points of view. You must refer to religious teaching in your answer.
(8)

What is the question asking in simple terms?
(Should humans look after and care for animals? What do
I think and why do I think this? and what would religious
believers think?)
I agree with the statement because..................................
Another reason why I agree with the statement is………..
Christians/muslims would say that…………..
On the other hand, some people would disagree because……
They would also disagree because………
Some Christians would say ..................... because e.g. animals don’t have
souls
In conclusion………..

“Marriage should be for life”.
Do you agree? Give reasons for your answer referring to different
points of view. You must refer to religious teaching in your answer.
(8)
Select Specialist language.
Divorce

Annulment
“Jesus said that divorce is acceptable for adultery (Matthew 19:9)
Vows
Sacrament
Eyes of God
“Till death do us part” Wedding rings.(Eternal)

Jesus taught “That whoever divorces and marries another is guilty of adultery” (Mark 10:10

What is the question asking in simple terms?
(Should marriage be for life and whether divorce should be allowed?
What do I think and why do I think this? and what would religious believers
think?)
I agree with the statement because..................................

Another reason why I agree with the statement is………..

Christians/Muslims would say that…………..

On the other hand, some people would disagree because……

They would also disagree because………

Some Christians would say ..................... because e.g.

In conclusion………..

